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 29	
Abstract 30	
Jupiter displays the most powerful auroral emissions in our solar system, which result 31	
from strong energy dissipation in Jupiter’s surrounding space environment. Although 32	
mass and energy in Jupiter’s magnetosphere mostly come from the innermost Galilean 33	
moon Io’s volcanic activity and Jupiter’s rotation, solar wind perturbations can play 34	
crucial roles in releasing magnetospheric energy. The systematic response of the aurora 35	
to a solar wind compression remains poorly understood because of timing uncertainties. 36	
Here we report the analysis of a set of auroral images from the Hubble Space Telescope 37	
with contemporaneous in-situ magnetopause detections from Juno, allowing for a more 38	
direct comparison. By analysing the dawn side main auroral emission, we distinguish 39	
two non-mutually exclusive types of auroral enhancements: auroral dawn storm (ADS) 40	
featured with latitudinal extension in limited longitudes, and a long-lasting main auroral 41	
brightening (MAB) with limited extension in latitudes while extending over a large 42	
longitude range. Only the latter systematically appears under a compressed 43	
magnetopause, while the dawn storms could occur whatever the state of the 44	
magnetopause. The results could provide important constraints to improve theoretical 45	
models and numerical simulations. During expanded magnetopause conditions, 46	
Jupiter’s aurora displayed either quiet or dawn storm morphology. The result is 47	
consistent with recent discovery of the initiation of auroral dawn storms in midnight 48	
and post-midnight, possibly driven by magnetic reconnection plasma instabilities in 49	
night magnetotail. Our results show that some typical auroral morphologies could be 50	
used as a diagnostic of solar wind conditions at Jupiter. 51	
 52	
Plain Language Summary 53	
Planetary aurorae are an image of the perturbations of energetic particles in the 54	
planetary magnetosphere. Jupiter has the largest magnetosphere in our solar system, 55	
and it produces the most powerful auroral emission. Unlike the terrestrial 56	
magnetosphere that is mainly driven by solar wind activities, the major plasma source 57	
in Jupiter’s magnetosphere comes from the innermost Galilean moon Io’s volcanic 58	
activity. The respective impact of the solar wind and internal plasma sources on 59	
Jupiter’s magnetosphere and aurorae has been under debate for decades, mostly due to 60	
the lack of direct connection between solar wind conditions and auroral morphologies. 61	
Using contemporaneous measurements from the Hubble Space Telescope and Juno 62	
spacecraft, we can systematically determine the relation between auroral morphologies 63	
and magnetopause compression at Jupiter. The results could crucially constrain the 64	
physical interpretation of Jupiter’s main aurora. 65	
 66	
1. Introduction 67	
Jupiter has the brightest aurorae of all the planets in our solar system, facilitating the 68	
remote observation of energy dissipation across vast distances [Mauk and Bagenal, 69	
2013]. The power of auroral components can vary by orders of magnitude in time scales 70	



ranging from tens of seconds [Prangé et al., 2004; Waite Jr et al., 2001] to several 71	
hours [Kimura et al., 2015]. The total auroral power is relatively stable, varying by a 72	
factor of 2 to 3 on time scales of hours to days and months, with exceptional transient 73	
brightenings by a factor of ~4 [Prangé et al., 2001], and can be observed at different 74	
wavelengths [Connerney and Satoh, 2000; Dunn et al., 2017; Gladstone et al., 2002; 75	
Kurth et al., 1979], indicating comprehensive energy dissipation in the magnetosphere 76	
and ionosphere.  77	
 78	
In the past three decades, Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has provided high-resolution 79	
ultraviolet (UV) images of Jupiter's aurora, which have allowed the identification of 80	
several key auroral components, consisting of 1) a main auroral oval, 2) outer emissions 81	
essentially formed of injection signatures, 3) a polar region made of a dark region on 82	
the dawnside, a chaotic polar swirl region in the center and a polar active region on the 83	
dusk flank [Grodent et al., 2003]. The main features are well summarized in a review 84	
article by Grodent [2015]. The main emission is fixed in system-III longitude (i.e., 85	
following Jupiter’s fast rotation), including several complex structures, such as a 86	
narrow arc-like structure, discontinuities and diffuse patches. The main aurora is 87	
magnetically mapped to 20-30 RJ (1 RJ = 71,492 km). The outer emissions indicate 88	
auroral signatures at lower latitudes than the main emission, corresponding to the 89	
magnetospheric processes occurring within 20 RJ, which could sometimes extend to Io 90	
orbit (~6 RJ). The polar swirl and active regions are highly dynamic, corresponding to 91	
outer magnetospheric processes. 92	
 93	
Although more and more observations of Jupiter’s aurora were obtained by space 94	
telescopes and camera onboard orbiters, the mechanisms for Jupiter’s auroral 95	
components are still far from well understood. The outer auroral injections are, as their 96	
name implies, generally agreed to be associated with plasma injection in the middle to 97	
inner magnetosphere, thanks to many simultaneous observations from remote sensing 98	
telescopes and in-situ spacecraft [Haggerty et al., 2019; Mauk et al., 2002; Yao et al., 99	
2020]. The polar swirl and active auroral components are poorly understood, as it is 100	
challenging to determine which magnetospheric region shall these auroras be connected 101	
to. The driver of main auroral oval has been a long-lasting focus in the community and 102	
it is widely accepted that the main oval magnetically maps to a distance of 20-30 RJ in 103	
the magnetospheric equatorial plane. The leading hypothesis for the formation of 104	
Jupiter’s main auroral oval is the generation of a magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling 105	
current system due to the breakdown of rigid corotation of plasma in the middle 106	
magnetosphere [Cowley and Bunce, 2001; Hill, 2001; Southwood and Kivelson, 2001]. 107	
Notably, because a compression of the magnetosphere would push the plasma inward 108	
and increase its angular velocity, this theory predicts that the magnetospheric response 109	
to a solar wind would produce a dimmed aurora.  110	
 111	
Contrary to these modelling predictions, observations at multiple wavelengths show 112	



auroral enhancements during solar wind compressions [Baron et al., 1996; Connerney 113	
and Satoh, 2000; Dunn et al., 2016; Echer et al., 2010; Gurnett et al., 2002; Hess et al., 114	
2014; Nichols et al., 2017a; Nichols et al., 2007; Nichols et al., 2009; Sinclair et al., 115	
2019; Zarka and Genova, 1983]. Among these observations, the ultraviolet aurora 116	
captured by the HST could well inform the exact region of the emission from the main 117	
auroral oval, while many other datasets (e.g., radio, X-ray) could not well distinguish 118	
the main oval from other components. Nevertheless, these observations still raised 119	
serious issues to reconsider the theoretical predictions based on steady-state 120	
assumptions [Cowley and Bunce, 2001; Hill, 1979; Southwood and Kivelson, 2001]. 121	
Two families of explanations were proposed to explain this discrepancy. We shall also 122	
note that the main auroral oval is rather well defined and narrow on the dawn-noon side 123	
all the time, and during undisturbed times on the dusk side. During disturbed conditions 124	
(e.g., compressions), the dusk side main emission (i.e., around or past 18 LT) is highly 125	
distorted and bright emissions appear in both higher and lower latitudes. Meanwhile, 126	
series of arc structures appear and cannot be easily attributed to the main oval, to outer 127	
emissions or to polar emissions. 128	
 129	
The first family of solutions are associated with the non-uniform auroral distribution 130	
and the multiple auroral components. It is noteworthy that the main emissions, i.e., the 131	
only part of the aurora to be related to corotation enforcement currents, averagely 132	
represents ~1/3 of the total power [Grodent, 2015]. In time scale of a few hours, the 133	
main aurora may dim and brighten, with possible opposite variations of the other 134	
components [Grodent et al., 2018]. However, spatially resolved observations of the 135	
aurora showed that the main emissions were indeed brightening during the solar wind 136	
enhancement time intervals [Nichols et al., 2017a; Nichols et al., 2007; Nichols et al., 137	
2009]. Another point to consider is the local time variability of the aurora, which was 138	
neglected in the first axisymmetric models. Using a local time dependent equatorial 139	
magnetic field structure [Vogt et al., 2011] and flux function, Ray et al. [2014] 140	
developed a local-time dependent auroral current model, and revealed that the current 141	
is strongest in the dawn region from 0500 LT to 0700 LT, surpassing those in the noon 142	
through dusk region by an order of magnitude or more.  Bonfond et al. [2015] noted 143	
that main auroral in the dusk sector was approximately 3 times brighter than the dawn 144	
sector regardless of solar wind conditions, in contradiction with these predictions. Note 145	
that transient auroral processes such as dawn storm could lead significant enhanced 146	
dawn/morning emission that is much brighter than the afternoon/dusk emission. Vogt 147	
et al. [2019] considered the effect of a solar wind-induced compression on the 148	
azimuthal component of the magnetic field, on the related radial currents and the 149	
resulting aurora as a function of local time, based on Galileo measurements. They 150	
concluded that the corotation enforcement currents theory predicts brighter main 151	
emissions at dawn and dimmer emissions at dusk during a solar wind compression event.   152	
 153	
The second family of explanation for the discrepancy between the initial theoretical 154	



expectations and the observations involves the timing of the compression events and 155	
the duration of the magnetospheric and auroral response. New interpretations from 156	
time-varying modeling [Cowley et al., 2007] and numerical simulations [Chané et al., 157	
2017] have been proposed to mitigate the growing tension between observation and 158	
classical steady-state theoretical prediction. Some observational studies relied on the 159	
propagation of the solar wind conditions from the Earth’s orbit to Jupiter, which are 160	
typically affected by a 2-day uncertainty [Nichols et al., 2009; Tao et al., 2005]. Some 161	
other investigations taking advantage of measurements when spacecraft was arriving at 162	
Jupiter [Hess et al., 2014; Nichols et al., 2017a; Nichols et al., 2007], could reduce the 163	
solar wind propagation uncertainty to a few hours. A recent study revealed that solar 164	
wind shocks and auroral brightening are coupled by very complicated relations [Kita et 165	
al., 2019]. Moreover, their study indicated that it requires substantial time (10-15 hours) 166	
for Jupiter’s aurora to respond to solar wind shock arrival at the dayside front of the 167	
magnetopause. 168	
 169	
Besides the large scale electrical current system like the current loop associated with 170	
the corotation breakdown enhancement force at Jupiter or substorm current wedge at 171	
Earth, electromagnetic waves (Alfvén waves) are known to provide substantial 172	
contribution to global auroral intensifications [Keiling et al., 2003]. Statistical 173	
investigations have revealed that Alfvénic precipitation is generally the major source 174	
for terrestrial aurora [Newell et al., 2009; Newell et al., 2010], and the field-aligned 175	
current may not be the main reason for many regions of the auroral oval [Korth et al., 176	
2014]. Theoretical and observations studies have also confirmed the important roles of 177	
Alfvénic fluctuation in powering Jupiter’s main aurora, outer emission (i.e., 178	
equatorward to the main emission) and footprints of the Galilean moons [Damiano et 179	
al., 2019; Gershman et al., 2019; Lysak and Song, 2020; Mauk et al., 2017; Pan et al., 180	
2021; Saur et al., 2018]. The relative importance between Alfvénic pointing flux and 181	
field-aligned currents in driving the main auroral emission (or other auroral components) 182	
remains poorly understood. 183	

 184	
Juno’s first 7 apojove periods provided examination of magnetopause compression 185	
[Hospodarsky et al., 2017] based on the direct confirmation of magnetopause location 186	
in relatively small distance to the planet, which could eliminate uncertainty in solar 187	
wind propagation models and could mostly exclude the response time to the solar wind 188	
compression at the magnetopause. Meanwhile, HST was used to regularly monitor 189	
Jupiter’s UV aurora during these orbits. These spatially resolved images allow us to 190	
study the brightness of the main emissions for most local times, except the night-side 191	
components. Using the comprehensive datasets from Juno and HST, we could perform 192	
a systematic determination of the relation between the magnetopause compression and 193	
auroral activities with minimal uncertainties on the location and the timing of the 194	
response, which is pivotal to assess the proposed interpretations from modeling and 195	
simulation investigations.  196	



 197	
In this paper, we first carefully examine the morphology of the dawn side main 198	
emissions during brightening events and devised a quantitative method to disentangle 199	
2 (non-mutually exclusive) types of morphologies. Then we compare their respective 200	
occurrence with the location of the magnetopause deduced from Juno measurements 201	
and we found that one was systematically associated with magnetospheric 202	
compressions, while the other was relatively independent from them. Aurorae at 203	
different local times during compression and quiet solar wind conditions are analysed. 204	
Due to the complexity of the auroral structure in the dusk side, we do not investigate 205	
this component in detail in this study. 206	
 207	
2. Datasets and the quantitative analysis of auroral morphologies 208	
2.1 Datasets 209	
In the present study, we analyze Jupiter’s UV auroral images from the GO-14634 HST 210	
program during Juno’s orbit 3 to 7 [Grodent et al., 2018]. These consist of ~ 40-minute 211	
long time-tagged exposures in the ~130-182.5 nm range (F25SRF2 filter) from the 212	
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS). We use the same procedures to 213	
calibrate the images and correct the instrumental effects as in Grodent et al. [2018], 214	
including background subtraction [Bonfond et al., 2012] and conversion from counts to 215	
kiloRayleighs [Gustin et al., 2012]. Furthermore, we leverage Juno’s unrivalled in-situ 216	
measurements (i.e., Waves [Kurth et al., 2017] and magnetic fields [Connerney et al., 217	
2017]) to examine the conditions of magnetopause compression.  218	
 219	
2.2 Description of auroral morphologies in this study 220	
Here, we quantitatively analyze the auroral morphologies, to characterize the two types 221	
of auroral events, i.e., auroral dawn storm (ADS) and main auroral brightening (MAB). 222	
The ADS events are often observed on the dawn local times and fixed longitudinally 223	
with significant expansions in latitudes [Ballester et al., 1996; Clarke et al., 1998], and 224	
the MAB events are auroral brightening on the main arc in all local times within HST’s 225	
field of view (see an example on March 19, 2017 as reported in Yao et al. [2019]). The 226	
dawnside main arc of MAB is usually bright and narrow in the direction perpendicular 227	
to the auroral oval, with the discontinuity region near magnetic noon, and 228	
afternoon/duskside is bright over a large range of latitudes [Grodent et al., 2018; 229	
Nichols et al., 2019]. It is noteworthy that the auroral dawn storm is not necessarily an 230	
auroral event developing only on the dawnside. The auroral morphology was captured 231	
by HST from the Earth orbit, which could not well cover the nightside auroral 232	
component. Recent observations from Juno’s Ultraviolet Spectrograph (Juno-UVS) 233	
reveal that auroral dawn storms are often initiated near midnight and post-midnight, 234	
and rotate to dawnside during their developments [Bonfond et al., 2021]. 235	

 236	
The ADS and MAB events are significantly different for the latitudinal extension and 237	
local time variability. For ADS events, the auroral emission is extended to a larger range 238	



in latitude, while limited to local times in dawn and morning sectors. In contrast with 239	
this, the MAB events are distributed in all local times in HST’s field of view, while 240	
confined in latitude to a narrow arc in morning local times. The auroral structures in the 241	
afternoon/dusk local times during MAB are generally bright while highly complicated. 242	
In a recent investigation on the auroral morphologies using large dataset [Grodent et 243	
al., 2018], six types of auroral events were summarized. ADS and MAB in this study 244	
literally correspond to their strong injection and external perturbation families (e.g., 245	
family I and X). The quiet auroral morphology is also consistent with the definition in 246	
Grodent et al. [2018]. In order to characterize the contrasting morphologies of the two 247	
kinds of brightening, here we highlight the significantly differences in the following 248	
two aspects: (1) the MAB’s enhanced dawn arc extended to near-noon local times, 249	
while the ADS in Figure 2a was limited to the dawn local times before 9h; (2) the dawn 250	
auroral arc along the reference main oval is thinner and smoother for the MAB, but 251	
thicker and more variable along the reference oval for the ADS. We therefore define 252	
two parameters that allow us to distinguish between these brightening events: mean arc 253	
width of the dawn aurora and the variation of auroral width along the main oval 254	
reference, for characterizing the two types of auroral morphologies. The quantitative 255	
analysis is provided in the Methods of Section 2.3. 256	
 257	
2.3 Determination of mean auroral width and its standard deviation of the 258	

dawnside main aurora 259	
Here we take two auroral images obtained by HST on January 22 and 24 as two 260	
examples to detail the successive steps of our method. Figure 1a and 1d show the 261	
weighted sum of the projections onto Jupiter’s northern pole of the successive 10-262	
second long auroral images acquired during the whole 40-minute long time-tag 263	
sequence. Figure 1a is a typical ADS event, as clearly evidenced by the auroral 264	
brightening around the dawn arc with significant extension in latitudes. There are four 265	
major steps to calculate the mean auroral width and its standard deviation, as described 266	
below. For contrast, Figure 1d-f shows these same steps for January 24, 2017: in this 267	
case the aurora is undergoing a clear MAB auroral event. Note that all the auroral 268	
images selected in this study are taken from the northern hemisphere. We empirically 269	
identify ADS events with mean arc width on the dawn side exceeding 1400 km and the 270	
variation exceeding 500 km, and we identify MAB events with mean arc width on the 271	
dawn side below 1000 km and the variation is below 400 km, based on a limited number 272	
of cases. The calculations of mean arc width and its variation are explained below. In 273	
this study, the afternoon/dusk auroral emission is not investigated in great detail, as we 274	
do not find a consensus on the afternoon/dusk auroral component. It is likely that the 275	
complicated afternoon/dusk auroral morphologies are a consequence of multiple mixed 276	
processes, e.g., plasma injection, wave-particle interaction, dayside magnetodisc 277	
reconnection etc., which are probably not highly correlated with solar wind 278	
compression. Therefore, we do not discuss the afternoon/dusk auroral emissions in 279	
detail in this study. 280	



 281	
Since the afternoon/dusk auroral emissions are often highly complex, which often 282	
extend to a large range in latitude (see Figure 1d) and sometimes show multiple arcs 283	
(e.g., Nichols et al. [2009]). The definition of a main arc in highly dynamic auroral 284	
events could be challenging, especially in the northern hemisphere, as seen from HST 285	
with a central meridian longitude around 160°, because the dusk side of the aurora 286	
coincides with a magnetic anomaly which distorts and further complicates the 287	
morphology. Nevertheless, the brightness distribution along the reference oval of the 288	
main emission could still generally represent the local-time variations of main auroral 289	
emission. The reference oval of main emission is an average location as described in 290	
Bonfond et al. [2012]. The complex afternoon/dusk auroral morphology probably 291	
indicate a combination of multiple processes, which are to be further investigated. 292	
 293	
Step 1. Define the scan angle system in polar projection 294	
The auroral image (Figure 1) on the grid (white dotted lines) is in System III coordinates 295	
[Fränz and Harper, 2002], which corotates with the planet. The green and pink 296	
numbers indicate the System III longitudes and latitudes. The red star denotes the center 297	
of main auroral oval [Grodent et al., 2004; Radioti et al., 2008], also known as auroral 298	
oval’s barycenter [Bonfond et al., 2015]. The yellow lines radiating from the auroral 299	
barycenter indicate the successive scan angles.  300	
 301	
Step 2. Identify the auroral maximum brightness along the main oval 302	
We select the maximum brightness along the cut relative to each scan angle in a 303	
relatively large area (20 pixels from the reference oval to either inward or outward along 304	
the scan direction, each pixel corresponds to ~80 km), whose inner and outer boundaries 305	
are marked by the dash dot ovals on the auroral image. As indicated by the red bars in 306	
panel (a), the region covers the main auroral emissions well. The maximum brightness 307	
as a function of scan angle is shown in panel b. The total auroral power is the sum of 308	
the power of the whole northern hemisphere. The power calculation and correction are 309	
shown in Grodent et al. [2018].	310	
 311	
Step 3. Calculate the width of the main emission ~perpendicular to the auroral oval for 312	
each scan angle 313	
The width of main emission in panel c is obtained using the boundary of 50% of 314	
maximum brightness for each scan angle. The initial scan angle is determined by 315	
intensities > 1000 kiloRayleighs and the final scan angle is determined by the upper 316	
limit of scan angle imparted by the viewing geometry in the polar projection. The 317	
boundaries are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. Since the auroral oval is not circular, 318	
it is inevitable that the scan axis is not always normal to the oval and thus would 319	
introduce a bias in the calculation of width. The effect is the same to all events, so that 320	
the comparison between different events is not affected by this bias. 321	
 322	



Step 4. Calculate mean arc width of the dawn aurora and the variation of thickness 323	
As illustrated by the two vertical dashed lines in panels (b and c), we determine the 324	
range of scan angle to calculate the mean arc width of the dawn aurora and its standard 325	
deviation as the variation of arc thickness. It should be noted that ADS and MAB are 326	
not necessarily mutually exclusive. Our analysis focuses on the changing dawn auroral 327	
characteristics since afternoon/dusk emissions are difficult to constrain. However, 328	
MAB emission, here characterised by narrow dawn emission, are better described as a 329	
global enhancement of the aurora - the narrow enhancement highlights the occurrence 330	
of a MAB event only if there is not also an ADS event simultaneously occurring. If 331	
both occur, the dawn will enhance and broaden under the influence of the ADS event, 332	
but other auroral regions will simultaneously brighten. If the two events happen 333	
simultaneously, then our method will classify them as ADS. A visual inspection of the 334	
main emissions at other local times suffices to identify MAB cases.  335	
 336	
3. Results 337	
3.1 A case study in January 2017: Contemporaneous measurements from HST 338	

and Juno over six days 339	
To further highlight how our study investigates both auroral morphology and 340	
magnetospheric conditions, we first present a case study that highlights how these 341	
datasets are compared and contrasted to understand the link between auroral events and 342	
their magnetospheric trigger. One of the regular sequences of HST UV imaging 343	
observations in coordination with the Juno spacecraft [Grodent et al., 2018] was 344	
planned from January 22 to 27 2017. Figure 2 shows the projections onto Jupiter’s 345	
northern pole of auroral images integrated over about 40 minutes. On January 22, there 346	
was an auroral brightening around the dawn arc (Figure 2a), which was not found in 347	
the successively available HST image in Figure 2b (~29 hours later). The auroral event 348	
on January 22 is a typical ADS as we have introduced in the Section 2.2. The auroral 349	
image shown in Figure 2c was obtained ~19 hours after Figure 2b, which shows a global 350	
enhancement in all local times within HST’s field of view, and a dawn/morning arc 351	
enhancement relatively narrow in width, which is a typical MAB event, as we have 352	
previously introduced. If we take the power in Figure 2b (i.e., 1045 GW) as the baseline 353	
of quiet Jovian aurorae, the total auroral power in Figure 2c is enhanced by a factor of 354	
two. This auroral morphology remained similar and the power further increased to 2430 355	
GW in the following HST visit (Figure 2d, ~1.5 hour later). The thin enhanced auroral 356	
arc on the dawn to noon local times remained in Figure 2e while with significantly 357	
decreased power and return to almost quiet time auroral power in Figure 2f. The 358	
afternoon/dusk auroral region also show coincident enhancements in Figure 2c and 2d, 359	
while distributed in a large range of latitudes (both higher and lower than the main oval) 360	
which is quite different to the narrow arc on the dawn side. Therefore, the MAB event 361	
likely lasted for about 2 to 3 days, consistent with previous reports on main auroral 362	
enhancements during solar wind compression based on the analysis of observations 363	
from HST [Nichols et al., 2007] and Hisaki [Kita et al., 2016]. In addition to their 364	



typical lifetime, the mean arc width and the variation of the ADS in Figure 2a are 1468 365	
km and 548 km. The two values are 626 km and 262 for the MAB in Figure 2c. The 366	
mean arc width and variation in the ADS are a factor of two larger than for the MAB.  367	
 368	
A key unsolved question is whether or not the two auroral morphologies correspond to 369	
fundamentally different drivers. Disentangling the solar wind influence from other 370	
drivers is critical for auroral interpretation. Since the two auroral events were observed 371	
two days apart, it indicates that a complete transition between the two types of auroral 372	
morphologies could be shorter than two days. Therefore, it is insufficient to apply a 373	
modeling solar wind prediction to assess whether or not the two auroral events 374	
happened under different solar wind conditions, since the modeling prediction of solar 375	
wind condition usually involves an uncertainty of about two days even in ideal 376	
conditions [Tao et al., 2005] (e.g., the Earth-Sun-Jupiter angle is less than 40 degree). 377	
Here we directly identify magnetopause crossings using Juno’s Waves instrument 378	
[Kurth et al., 2017] and MAG instrument [Connerney et al., 2017] in coordination with 379	
HST’s auroral context. By comparing with the observation-based magnetopause model 380	
by Joy et al. [2002], we can therefore identify intervals when the magnetosphere is 381	
compressed based on Juno’s in-situ observations, so that we accurately assess the 382	
influences of solar wind compressions on auroral activities, and provide key 383	
information to answer two questions: (1) how does the solar wind modulate Jupiter’s 384	
main aurora? (2) ADS have previously been observed during solar wind compressions 385	
[Kimura et al., 2017; Nichols et al., 2017a], is there a physical causality or was this 386	
coincidence?  387	

 388	
Interestingly, the hectometric radio emission with frequency of several MHz (Figure 389	
3a) was enhanced since January 24 when the MAB auroral event was observed, but not 390	
significantly enhanced for the ADS event on January 22. We note that the hectometric 391	
emission remained enhanced for at least two days after the MAB auroral event (e.g., 392	
Figure 2e). Such longer lasting hectometric emission than enhanced aurora has also 393	
been detected during Cassini’s flyby of Jupiter [Gurnett et al., 2002]. The different time 394	
durations may be explained by their closely related while different formation 395	
mechanisms.	Enhanced auroral emissions can only exist when there was an intense 396	
electron precipitation. On the other hand,	 the	 HOM wave is a consequence of 397	
anisotropic electron distributions, among which the loss-cone distributions where 398	
electrons are mostly lost into the atmosphere may continually exist when there is no 399	
strong precipitation. It requires further theoretical and observational investigations to 400	
fully understand this issue. 401	
 402	
In the present research, the solar wind conditions are inferred from the location of 403	
detected magnetopause. The nominal magnetopause location on the dawnside is at > 404	
100 RJ but it can move to ~70 - 80 RJ during strong compressed situations, as suggested 405	
by both models [Joy et al., 2002] and Juno’s statistical results [Hospodarsky et al., 406	



2017]. The basic principle is to compare the standoff distance of the magnetopause with 407	
model prediction under nominal and strong compression conditions. There are four 408	
possible conditions to be judged: (1) when the magnetopause is detected in relatively 409	
inner region (i.e., ~90 RJ), we classify the event as compressional event; (2) when the 410	
magnetopause is detected in relatively outer region or with unperturbed magnetic fields 411	
at >85 RJ, we identify the event as quiet event; (3) Juno was in relatively outer region 412	
and detected the magnetopause, the event is classified as undefined; (4) Juno was in 413	
relatively inner region and did not detect the magnetopause, the event is also classified 414	
as undefined. Following the above definition, we use the low frequency radio emission 415	
to determine the magnetopause crossing in this study. The intense emissions with 416	
frequencies between about 200 Hz and 2 kHz (Figure 3b) are the trapped continuum 417	
radiation [Gurnett et al., 1980; Scarf et al., 1979], which is usually absent in the 418	
magnetosheath. The appearance (or disappearance) of the emission serves as a good 419	
indicator of entry into the magnetosphere (or exit into the magnetosheath) for a 420	
spacecraft [Gershman et al., 2017; Hospodarsky et al., 2017; Kurth et al., 2002]. During 421	
ultraviolet auroral observations in Figure 2, Juno traveled inbound from >110 RJ to ~70 422	
RJ to the planet center in the sector (near 05:00 Magnetic Local Time), and encountered 423	
an inward moving magnetopause on January 24 at ~78 RJ, so that Juno was exposed to 424	
the magnetosheath thereafter (marked by the green bar on the top of panel b in Figure 425	
3). On January 26 Juno returned to the magnetosphere (evidenced by the reappearance 426	
of the trapped continuum radiation), which is likely due to the recovery of 427	
magnetopause to a more expanded configuration. The strongly perturbed magnetic field 428	
between January 25 and 26 also confirms that Juno was in the magnetosheath. The wave 429	
frequencies, which reflect the plasma number density [Kurth et al., 2002], has 430	
significantly increased shortly before (after the first vertical dashed purple line) Juno’s 431	
entry into the magnetosheath. The density increase is a naturally expected consequence 432	
of magnetopause compression [Gershman et al., 2017; Hospodarsky et al., 2017; Kurth 433	
et al., 2002], confirming our determination of compression from the appearance (or 434	
disappearance) of the trapped continuum radiation. The magnetic field components and 435	
magnetic strength from Juno (Figure 3c-f) were nearly unperturbed before being 436	
approached by the magnetopause (as indicated by the first vertical dashed purple line), 437	
suggesting that during this period solar wind was relatively quiet. The ADS event on 438	
January 22 (Figure 2a) and subsequent quiet auroral morphology (Figure 2b) occur 439	
during the same solar wind conditions, i.e., relatively quiet solar wind, showing that the 440	
ADS was not driven by solar wind compression. The two MAB images (Fig 2c-d) were 441	
both acquired during the compressed period (i.e., between the two vertical purple lines 442	
in Figure 3).  443	
 444	
Table 1| The event list for ADS and MAB auroral morphologies.  445	

Events a Compression? 
If yes, time and locations of the 

magnetopause encounter  

Juno 
location 

(RJ) 

Arc Width 
/Variation 

(km) 



ADS events    
2016/07/18 18:58UT Yes, 2016/07/17 00:09 UT, at 91 RJ 

Until 2016/07/19 17:50 UT 
96 2194/958 

2017/01/22 15:31UT No 86 1468/548 
2017/04/23 14:00UT No 113 1714/641 

MAB events b    
2016/06/30 04:13UT Yes, 2016/06/29 17:15 UT, at 76 RJ 

Until 2016/06/29 23:40 UT 
72 825/341 

2016/07/14 16:23UTc Yes, 2016/07/14 12:39 UT, at 80 RJ 
Until 2016/07/14 15:20 UT 

81 790/278 

2016/07/17 14:21UT Yes, 2016/07/17 00:09 UT, at 91 RJ 
Until 2016/07/19 17:50 UT 

92 830/289 

2017/01/24 15:11UTd Yes, 2017/01/24 08:30 UT, at 79 RJ 
Until 2017/01/25 17:50 UT 

78 626/262 

2017/03/19 09:57UTe Yes, inferred from modeling 74 639/385 
a The events were selected from 2016 June to 2017 July, when Juno was at >70 RJ and 
simultaneous auroral images were available from HST. In case of successive auroral 
sequences with the same morphology, we grouped these sequences in Table 1 for clarity 
reasons, but all individual sequences are reported in Supplementary Table 1. 
b Note that the two MAB events on July 14 and 17 2016 may be grouped as a long-lasting 
solar wind compression event, but we could not confirm if the magnetopause or auroral 
morphology in between have returned to quiet condition. 
c At ~2016/07/14 12:39UT, Juno encountered the magnetopause boundary layer, and 
clearly entered into the magnetosheath at 21:19 UT [Ranquist et al., 2019]. 
d At ~2017/01/24 08:30UT, Juno encountered the magnetopause boundary layer, and 
clearly entered into the magnetosheath at 2017/01/25 00UT. 
e This auroral event and the solar wind compression condition are analyzed in details by 
Yao et al. [2019].  

 
3.2 A global picture drawn from a large dataset between June 2016 and July 2017 446	
We surveyed the HST dataset from June 2016 to July 2017 when Juno was exploring 447	
the magnetosphere at > 70 RJ, to seek a systematic relation between the compressed 448	
magnetopause and the two types of auroral morphologies (i.e., MAB and ADS),	using 449	
the same criteria detailed in sections 2.2 and 3.1, for the auroral morphology and 450	
magnetospheric conditions respectively. As shown in Table 1, we have identified eight 451	
auroral events with coordinated Juno’s in-situ measurements and HST’s remote sensing 452	
of aurorae (with an exception event on March 19, 2017). Three of them are ADS 453	
morphology, and the other five are MAB morphology (see Supplementary Figure 2 for 454	
other auroral events that are not shown in the main text). Note that the March 19 event 455	
lasted for four successive days while the uncertainty of solar wind propagation is less 456	
than two days, therefore this event provides an excellent opportunity to apply a model 457	
of the solar wind at Jupiter during a MAB event with a strong level of confidence. As 458	
shown in Supplementary Figure 2, the polar emissions and injection auroras are not 459	
uniform either for MAB or ADS, suggesting that these emissions are highly dynamic 460	
and not well controlled by solar wind conditions. As we introduced in the 2017 January 461	
22-24 case study, the mean arc width and the variation parameters can be used to 462	



characterize each type of auroral morphology. The empirical numbers of mean arc 463	
width and variation are described above. The quiet aurora morphology is empirically 464	
defined as total auroral power below 1200 GW, and the maximum brightness to be 465	
lower than 1000 kiloRayleighs on dawn side main auroral oval. It is noteworthy that 466	
these thresholds are empirical and based on a limited number of cases. A further 467	
statistical study using many more observations are important to refine the criteria. The 468	
enhanced solar wind compression was given by Tao model prediction [Tao et al., 2005] 469	
for the event on March 19 2017, and the auroral morphology is a typical MAB, 470	
consistent with the other five events, whose magnetopause compression were directly 471	
determined by plasma waves.  472	
 473	
As detailed in the Supplementary Figures (3-5), Juno detected the compressed 474	
magnetopause before the MAB events were observed and remained in the 475	
magnetosheath during the auroral event, which supports the simultaneity of 476	
magnetopause compression and MAB events. In one unique case, the compression 477	
event could not be established with the same level of certainty. Indeed, for the event on 478	
June 30 2016, a gap in the wave data prevents us to fully confirm the compression level 479	
of the magnetopause. Nevertheless, we note that four hours prior to this auroral event, 480	
Juno was still in the magnetosheath at ~73 RJ, indicating that the magnetopause was 481	
strongly compressed at about four hours (i.e., less than half a Jovian rotation) before 482	
the auroral event. It is challenging to precisely determine the time for the magnetopause 483	
crossings, especially for the cases during which Juno remained close to the 484	
magnetopause boundary for a while. However, the present study does not depend on 485	
the accurate determinations of the magnetopause crossings. Instead, the partial 486	
magnetopause crossings or encountering magnetopause boundary layer are sufficient 487	
to indicate magnetopause compression [Gershman et al., 2017]. We used the model of 488	
Joy et al. [2002] to simulate the location of the magnetopause under several levels of 489	
compression, as shown in Figure 5. The location of the Juno magnetopause crossings 490	
corresponds to dynamic pressures as high as 0.2 - 0.4 nPa for all MAB events. The 491	
expected dynamic pressures are much higher than the nominal pressure of 0.09 nPa, 492	
thus these events correspond to substantial solar wind compressions.  493	
 494	
We further surveyed all HST visits when Juno was located between 70 RJ and 120 RJ 495	
between June 2016 and June 2017. Supplementary Table 1 and Figure S6 show all dim, 496	
ADS and MAB events. The dim events are auroral morphologies showing low activities 497	
following the classification (i.e., family index 1 and 2) in Grodent et al. [2018]. From 498	
the whole dataset, we eventually identify 32 HST visits showing either dim, ADS or 499	
MAB morphologies. For 21 of these HST visits, we could confirm a compressed 500	
magnetopause (10 events) or an uncompressed magnetopause (11 events) and the 11 501	
remaining events are too ambiguous to call. Key results are summarized as: (1) for the 502	
11 events during the uncompressed magnetopause condition, we found 9 of them to be 503	
dim morphology and 2 to be ADS without a clear afternoon/dusk-side brightening; (2) 504	



for the 10 events during the confirmed magnetopause compression condition, 8 of them 505	
are MAB, and two of them are ADS. However, for the two ADS events during 506	
compression, the brightness of the noon and afternoon/dusk sides of the main aurora 507	
was also enhanced, indicative of a superposition of an ADS on top of a MAB. Therefore, 508	
ADS could exist during quiet condition (ADS-Q) and compressional condition (ADS-509	
MAB). There is no dim auroral morphology during solar wind compression, and all 510	
MAB events are observed during solar wind compression.  511	
 512	
4. Discussion 513	
In this study, we focus on three types of auroral morphologies, i.e., quiet, ADS and 514	
MAB. ADS and MAB are defined only based on dawn emissions. The afternoon/dusk 515	
emission in MAB events show enhancements which are distributed in a large range of 516	
latitudes, but we do not analyse the detailed features in this study. Using the solar wind 517	
conditions inferred by radio wave emissions, we investigate the effect of solar wind 518	
compression in driving auroral emissions. The unprecedented dataset could also be used 519	
to understanding many other effects due to solar wind compression at Jupiter, e.g., the 520	
low-frequency extension of kilometric wave that informs the altitude of auroral region.   521	
 522	
The direct connection between auroral morphology and magnetopause compression 523	
conditions could also provide key insights to examine the existing hypothesis (e.g., 524	
corotation breakdown enforcement currents and Alfvénic Poynting flux). Radioti et al. 525	
[2008] have shown that the main auroral oval exhibits substantially reduced brightness 526	
near noon local time (e.g., clearly shown in Figure 2c and 2d). Traditionally, the auroral 527	
discontinuity is explained as a consequence of the shape of the dayside magnetosphere, 528	
which brings the magnetospheric plasma closer to the planet and accelerates its rotation, 529	
which reduces the corotation enforcement current and the related auroral precipitation 530	
in the pre-noon local time sector. For example, in a local-time dependent modeling 531	
study, Ray et al. [2014], who modelled the local time dependence of the auroral currents 532	
(but not its temporal evolution under magnetospheric compression), find that the 533	
auroral currents are modest in the post-noon sector, near 1400 LT. Consequently, the 534	
presence of this  discontinuity in the main auroral emissions was considered as a piece 535	
of evidence supporting the corotation breakdown explanation for the main auroral oval 536	
[Cowley et al., 2005]. However, we shall note that the main auroral emission in the 537	
model of Ray et al. [2014] is expected to be brighter in the dawnside than in the duskside, 538	
while the HST observations show that the duskside is averagely three times brighter 539	
than the dawnside [Bonfond et al., 2015]. This results in this study indicate that the 540	
local time auroral distribution is very sensitive to solar wind compression, which 541	
provide important constraints in future modeling research. 542	
 543	
It is particularly noteworthy that the auroral evolution shown in Figure 2 is 544	
contradictory with the modelling prediction that a solar wind compression would cause 545	
the aurora in the noon sector to dim even more than during quiet times. The quantitative 546	



analysis is shown in Figure 6. The evidence against the present models based on 547	
corotation enforcement theory is reviewed in a recent commentary paper [Bonfond et 548	
al., 2020]. Vogt et al. [2019] analyzed the magnetic field bendback as a function of the 549	
propagated solar wind conditions at Jupiter and they found that the bendback was 550	
increased at dawn and decreased at dusk during compressed conditions. They 551	
concluded that, according to the corotation enforcement current theory, the main auroral 552	
emissions should be increased at dawn and decreased at dusk under such conditions.  553	
 554	
Figure 6a, 6b and 6c show three selected images from the three HST visits (Figure 2b, 555	
2d and 2e), but each image is integrated over 1 minute. All the three images are acquired 556	
in a similar viewing geometry, i.e., their average Central Meridian Longitudes (CML) 557	
are close (175, 180 and 175 respectively), which facilitates the comparison of the 558	
brightness profiles as a function of both local time and scan angle on the same plot. The 559	
magnetic local times obtained using flux equivalence model [Vogt et al., 2015; Vogt et 560	
al., 2011] with JRM09 [Connerney et al., 2018] as an internal model, are overlaid along 561	
the scan angle. The slight difference in CML results in a difference of about 0.3 hour 562	
in MLT. As illustrated by the blue lines (original and smoothed over 10 points) during 563	
the compression event, the brightness in near noon local times (~500 kiloRayleighs at 564	
noon local times ~12.5 LT) is much lower than dawn local times (higher than 2600 565	
kilorayleighs at dawn local times ~10-10.5 LT) and afternoon/dusk local times (higher 566	
than 2600 kilorayleighs at afternoon/dusk local times ~16 LT). The change is as large 567	
as 70 kiloRayleighs per degree. In contrast to the compressional period, the variation 568	
of auroral brightness along the main oval during quiet period (the black curve) is only 569	
~10 kiloRayleighs per degree. Although solar wind compression enhanced the near 570	
noon auroral discontinuity (i.e., the gradient of auroral intensity) by a factor of 7, the 571	
observations do not support the hypothesis that solar wind compression dim near noon 572	
aurora. Oppositely, the auroral brightness in auroral discontinuity region also increased, 573	
although not by as much as both sides of the discontinuity, which is why the 574	
discontinuity becomes clearly visible. The MAB auroral discontinuity is near magnetic 575	
noon, and the quiet time auroral discontinuity is centered at about 10 MLT (See the 576	
black lines in Figure 6 and the Supplementary Table 2 for all other events). The 577	
magnetic local time may be related to plasma circulation or some special magnetic 578	
configuration to be discovered. In contrast with the substantial near-noon enhancement 579	
of the auroral emission shown in Figure 6, numerical magnetohydrodynamic 580	
simulations predict either a small enhancement of field-aligned currents [Chané et al., 581	
2017] or reduced field-aligned currents [Sarkango et al., 2019] in the near-noon sector 582	
during solar wind compressions. The discrepancies among the different simulation 583	
results and the observations shall be further investigated in future modelling studies of 584	
the Jupiter’s magnetosphere. The time-varying modeling results [Cowley et al., 2007] 585	
predict that the magnetosphere would re-establish a steady state after 1-2 days of 586	
compression and the main aurora would be fainter than pre-compression state. This is, 587	
however, not supported by the auroral image shown in Figure 6. This inconsistency was 588	



also revealed by Nichols et al. [2017a]. 589	
 590	

We shall point out that enhanced auroral events during solar wind compression do not 591	
directly conflict with the auroral current reduction in the noon and afternoon/dusk 592	
sectors associated with corotation breakdown enforcement mechanism. It is possible 593	
that several mechanisms contribute to the main emissions and that the reduction of the 594	
corotation enforcement currents during compression is masked by the large increase in 595	
broadband precipitation, i.e., Alfvénic acceleration, arising for other processes, such as 596	
turbulence [Saur, 2004] and the Landau damping of kinetic Alfvén wave [Saur et al., 597	
2018]. A recent study using simultaneous observations of Alfvén waves from Juno and 598	
auroras from HST reveals a positive correlation between the Ultralow-frequency waves 599	
and auroral emissions [Pan et al., 2021], strongly suggesting that Alfvén waves is a 600	
major source of Jupiter’s main aurora. The compression of magnetosphere is recently 601	
confirmed to produce intense Poynting flux and power aurora at Earth [Keiling et al., 602	
2019], which may provide an important implication to understand the connection 603	
between MAB and solar wind compression [Delamere and Bagenal, 2010]. Because of 604	
the size and rotationally dominated dynamics of the Jovian magnetosphere and unlike 605	
the terrestrial auroral response to solar wind compression, it may take some time to 606	
form Jupiter’s MAB (i.e., several hours), and the MAB events may last for substantial 607	
duration (a few days). Therefore, MAB auroral morphology during solar wind 608	
compression might not be directly driven by the corotation breakdown enforcement 609	
current, but resulting instead from the impact of the reduced volume of the 610	
magnetosphere and the stronger shear on its flanks on the internal dynamics at Jupiter. 611	
This may explain the delay of the auroral response observed by Kita et al. [2019]. A 612	
global statistical comparison between auroral emissions and Alfvén waves, together 613	
with global numerical simulation would greatly benefit the understanding of Alfvénic 614	
acceleration in generating the main aurora. 615	

 616	
Using the accurate determination of magnetopause compression and the 617	
contemporaneous auroral observation from HST, we show a systematic connection 618	
between the MAB auroral morphology and solar wind compression, while ADS could 619	
occur during both quiet and enhanced solar wind periods [Bonfond et al., 2021; Kimura 620	
et al., 2015; Kimura et al., 2017; Nichols et al., 2017b; Nichols et al., 2009]. ADS 621	
events are substantially extended to lower latitudes, which may imply that energy 622	
sources for ADS span a large radial range from the middle to inner magnetosphere. We 623	
notice that the hectometric radio emission was enhanced during all MAB events as 624	
reported in previous literature [Echer et al., 2010; Gurnett et al., 2002], but not during 625	
the two ADS events on January 22 2017 and April 23 2017, when the magnetopause 626	
was not compressed (Supplementary Table 2). The relationship between radio emission 627	
and UV auroral morphologies could provide insights in understanding the auroral 628	
driving mechanisms, although we also notice that the radio enhancement (i.e., 629	
hectometric emissions) may last for longer time than UV aurora, which has also been 630	



reported in the literature [Gurnett et al., 2002; Hess et al., 2014]. Further studies on 631	
their detailed relations are probably important to understand their systematic 632	
connections to solar wind compressions. The differences in how solar wind 633	
compressions drive aurorae at Jupiter reflect fundamental processes of energy 634	
circulation in Jupiter’s magnetosphere.  635	
 636	
During a compression event, the aurora systematically brightens at dawn (and at noon 637	
and afternoon/dusk as well while distributed in a large range of latitude). In the 638	
corotation breakdown enforcement current hypothesis, intense auroral current will 639	
require large azimuthal bendback of magnetic fields, which however, does not show a 640	
highly consistent trend (i.e., events with more swept back were roughly twice as 641	
common as events toward sweep forward) [Vogt et al., 2019]. We shall also notice that 642	
an alternative auroral source, i.e., the Alfvénic Poynting flux [Chaston et al., 2007; 643	
Chaston et al., 1999; Keiling et al., 2019; Keiling et al., 2003], could be strongly 644	
enhanced during solar wind compression and produce strong auroral emission, is not 645	
directly related to the degree of bendback.  646	
 647	
There are also secondary auroral variations during solar wind compression. Yao et al. 648	
[2019] revealed the correlation between magnetic unloading process (i.e., time-varying) 649	
and main auroral enhancement, and the auroral emissions during either the loading 650	
phase and unloading phase are generally more bright than during quiet times, i.e., the 651	
primary auroral response to solar wind compression. These results prove that the auroral 652	
emissions could not be fully described by a steady-state model. The same magnetic 653	
configuration with different evolving trends shall correspond to different auroral 654	
emissions. For example, a similar magnetic configuration may occur during magnetic 655	
loading and unloading processes, while the auroral emission during unloading is higher 656	
than during the loading process. This comparison is analogous to the magnetospheric 657	
responses to solar wind compression. For a short time, the magnetopause may have the 658	
same intermediate shape and standoff distance during a compression and relaxation, 659	
while the energization processes (e.g., auroral precipitation) are expected to be very 660	
different. This is because these energy dissipations are time-varying processes, so that 661	
they could not be well described by a steady-state model. 662	
 663	
Finally, we would like to highlight some similarities between the auroral emissions at 664	
Saturn and Jupiter. During solar wind compression, Saturn’s auroral emission is also 665	
expected to enhance [Clarke et al., 2009; Stallard et al., 2012]. Therefore, the aurorae 666	
at terrestrial and jovian-like planets are all expected to increase during solar wind 667	
compression, regardless of their different mass sources and rotation speeds. The 668	
terrestrial explosive auroral intensification (known as auroral substorm) usually occurs 669	
near midnight, as a consequence of magnetotail collapse. Jupiter and Saturn often show 670	
strong auroral intensification on the dawn side, which is probably related to the 671	
rotationally driven magnetic reconnection and plasma circulation associated with 672	



Vasyliunas circle [Vasyliunas, 1983]. Moreover, a recent comparison between Saturn's 673	
mean and median northern ultraviolet auroral brightness show that the median 674	
brightness on the dusk side is higher than the dawnside, suggesting a systematic 675	
mechanism in producing more aurora on the dusk. The mean value of Saturn’s dawn 676	
aurora is much higher than the dusk, which is due to many transient auroral 677	
intensification, like ADS at Jupiter [Bader et al., 2019]. Comparative analysis of auroral 678	
processes is valuable to understand planetary auroral in a global picture. 679	
 680	
Conclusions 681	
In this study, we analyze simultaneous observations from Juno and HST, to directly 682	
assess variations of the auroral morphology as a function of the compression sate of the 683	
magnetosphere. Our main results are summarized: 684	

(1) We classify auroral brightening events as auroral dawn storm (ADS) and main 685	
auroral brightening (MAB), mainly based on the morphologies on the dawn 686	
sector. These events are not mutually exclusive. 687	

(2) MAB events are a consequence of magnetopause compression, and no MAB 688	
has been found during expanded magnetopause conditions.  689	

(3) ADS events are identified during either expanded or compressed magnetopause 690	
conditions. Magnetic reconnection and plasma instability in the night 691	
magnetotail are probably responsible for ADS events. 692	

(4) During expanded magnetopause conditions, the auroral morphologies are either 693	
dim or ADS. As shown in Supplementary Table 1 and Figure S6, dim auroral 694	
morphology was only identified during quiet or unknown solar wind conditions. 695	
There was no dim auroral morphology event during magnetopause compression.  696	

(5) The near noon auroral discontinuity in MAB events is formed because of main 697	
auroral enhancements in the morning and afternoon sectors during 698	
magnetopause compression. The near noon aurora was not dimmed but slightly 699	
enhanced, which provide key constrains to modeling and simulation research. 700	
The center of auroral discontinuity moves from ~10 LT during quiet time to ~12 701	
LT during MAB, which may provide useful constraint to understand the driver 702	
of auroral brightening during compression. 703	
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Figures and Captions 980	

 981	

 982	
Figure 1| Calculation of the main auroral arc width. a) An auroral example on 983	
January 22, 2017. The yellow lines indicate scan angles, and the red star indicates 984	
auroral oval’s center (System III longitude at 185° and latitude at 74°). b) Maximum 985	
brightness on the main emission along the scan angles. c) the width of main auroral arc 986	
along the scan angles. d-f) The same format as a-c) for an auroral image on January 24, 987	
2017. The two events are ADS (a) and MAB (d) morphologies. 988	
  989	



 990	
Figure 2| Polar projections of six auroral images from January 22 to 27 2017. Each 991	
image was averaged over ~40 minutes. The main oval (indicated by the pink arrow in 992	
panel c) is an average main auroral oval location. Figure 2a is a typical ADS event, and 993	
Figure 2c and 2d are typical MAB event.  994	
  995	



 996	
Figure 3| Juno’s measurements of waves and the component magnetic fields in 997	
System III coordinate system, showing unperturbed, strongly compressed and 998	
potentially expanding magnetosphere conditions. a) Plasma wave spectrogram of 999	
hectometric and decametric emissions (a few to tens of MHz). b) Plasma wave 1000	
spectrogram of electric field from 50 Hz to 10 keV. The disappearance and appearance 1001	
of ~ 1 kHz continual emission indicate the entry and exit of Juno into the magnetosheath. 1002	
c-f) Three components of magnetic fields and the magnetic strength. As marked on the 1003	
top of panel d, we divide the observations into three periods, i.e., unperturbed, 1004	
compressed and rarefaction conditions. Note that the times for images in Figure 2 are 1005	
marked with black arrows in panel d. The electric field wave intensities were computed 1006	
using the geometric antenna length of 2.4 meters. 1007	
 1008	
  1009	



 1010	
Figure 4| A sketch to illustrate Juno’s trajectory and the locations of magnetopause 1011	
before and after compression. Juno was inside the magnetosphere on January 21-23 and 1012	
traveled into the magnetosheath on January 24 when the magnetopause was compressed. 1013	
On January 26, Juno was in the magnetopause boundary layer.1014	



  1015	

	1016	
Figure	 5|	 The	 magnetopause	 location	 in	 Jupiter-centered	 coordinate	 system	1017	
under	several	typical	dynamic	pressure	(0.03,	0.09,	0.18	and	0.4	nPa)	based	on	the	1018	
modeling	relation	in	Joy	et	al.	[2002].	The	nominal	dynamic	pressure	is	0.09	nPa,	1019	
whose	magnetopause	 is	 the	black	 curve.	The	 Juno	 locations	when	 crossing	 the	1020	
magnetopause	are	marked	with	the	plus	signs.	Note	that	the	modeling	results	of	1021	
solar	 wind	 dynamic	 pressure	 from	 Joy	 et	 al.	 [2002]	 model	 only	 represent	 the	1022	
minimum	 solutions,	 because	 Juno	 could	 only	 detect	 the	 magnetopause	 that	1023	
reached	 at	 least	 to	 the	 spacecraft,	 while	 it	 is	 unclear	 how	 much	 inward	 the	1024	
magnetopause	may	have	eventually	reached.		1025	
 1026	
 1027	



 1028	
Figure 6| Comparisons between auroral brightness distributions before, during 1029	
and after magnetopause compression. Top: three selected auroral images with similar 1030	
viewing geometries. The yellow star indicates the morphological center of the main 1031	
oval (System III longitude at 185° and latitude at 74°) [Grodent et al., 2004], and the 1032	
blue lines indicate scan angles at five given values. Bottom: distribution of maximum 1033	
brightness as a function of scan angle for the three auroral images on the top panel 1034	
during uncompressed magnetopause, compressed magnetopause and two days after the 1035	
compression. 1036	
 1037	


